
Researcher: Cryptolocker Not Dead Yet
“It was a really bold move of the FBI to 
claim that CryptoLocker is dead. There 
have been many cases, post-this-claim, 
of PCs being infected with this 
ransomware. Users have to look into 
software that can withstand this nasty 
ransomware.”

Delaware Restaurants: Breach Victims?
“The use of strong authentication on all 
remote access will take most restaurants 
or chains o� the very big target list. The 
payment card processors serving the 
restaurant industry are encouraging the 
use of EMV-ready point-of-sale devices, 
at some small cost to the restaurant 
operators.”

Masquerading': New Wire Fraud Scheme
“One more example of why we need strong 
authentication, even on e-mail. Once or 
twice a month I get an e-mail from a friend 
or colleague that is obviously fraudulent. In 
the last quarter I have gotten e-mails from 
two friends stating that they were stranded 
in Istanbul and asking me to advance them 
a couple of thousand dollars.”

NY Proposes Bitcoin Regulations
“Bitcoin is the internet of money and 
you can't regulate that. Banks and 
government want this kind of 
regulation to continue…doing what 
they're doing, just stealing the money 
of the people and destroying our 
world economy.”

Why White House Hasn't Backed CISA
“This bill has never been about 
“information sharing." It originates in 
the Intelligence Committee and 
"intelligence" is what it is about. It 
throws a bone to business in the form 
of immunity for snitching to the Feds 
on one's customers.”

Other insights...

What Do You Think? 
Every ISMG article, interview and blog is open to viewer comments. Please join the discussion.
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Emerging POS Attacks Target Small Merchants
“I �nd that when it comes to small businesses, there's a big gap between security recommended and security implemented...”
http://www.bankinfosecurity.com/emerging-pos-attacks-target-small-merchants-a-7148

Analyzing Possible Goodwill Breach
“Federal regulators were likely noti�ed by �nancial institutions.”
http://www.bankinfosecurity.com/analyzing-possible-goodwill-breach-a-7096

Malware Bypasses 2-Factor Authentication
“In no way is this the fault of the user. Anything that must be entered by a user is NOT multi-factor.”
http://www.bankinfosecurity.com/malware-bypasses-2-factor-authentication-a-7090

IRS Employee Charged in ID Theft Scheme
“I hope they get the maximum sentence. They should know better than to mess with the IRS...”
http://www.bankinfosecurity.com/emerging-pos-attacks-target-small-merchants-a-7148

Michaels Breach Lawsuit Dismissed
“They need to know how their card/data was compromised and if it was the result of poor security standards by the merchant.”
http://www.bankinfosecurity.com/emerging-pos-attacks-target-small-merchants-a-7148
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